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Abstract 
The paper embarks on the pride stage and the influencing elements closer to the meals 

ordering portals with reference to Swiggy and Zomato and additionally the choice of the 

college students between these two apps. The on-line meals ordering market elevated in the 

U.S with 40% of U.S adults having ordered their meals on line once. This lookup paper 

pursuits at discussing the consumer’s appreciation toward the on-line meals ordering and 

offerings amongst college students in Chennai. This lookup paper is aimed to discover out the 

elements that permit the customers to use on-line meals ordering portals in Chennai and to 

check out the pleasure degree between Zomato and Swiggy. This find out about additionally 

concentrates on evaluating each the apps globally. This paper will assist the provider vendors 

to recognize the consumer’s grasp on the foundation of the result. The survey, effects and the 

findings will assist the on-line enterprise to create higher techniques to appeal to many clients 

and to furnish them with higher convenience. 
 INTRODUCTION 

Online Food ordering is an recreation of ordering meals the use of restaurant’s 

website, cell functions or multi restaurant’s internet site or cell applications. It entails the 

clients to select eating places in their choice, going via the meals items’ menu and in the end 

selecting pickup or delivery. Mobile net performs an essential function to create and extend 

the consciousness of on-line apps for meals ordering and delivery. For working community, 

Online meals ordering is a latest trend and rather useful. This find out about offers with meals 

ordering on-line by means of Chennai customers. 

E-commerce in India is predicted to develop at a quicker tempo with the speedy 

evolution of computing and conversation applied sciences which embody spurring and 

dawning improvements in Food services. With the overwhelming recognition of e-commerce, 

clients style and perceptions continues altering from time to time. In today’s bandwagon of 

E- commerce platform, food tech giants like Zomato and Swiggy emerged as famous drivers 

in on line meals & restaurant provider corporations which will motive a spurt in the demand 

and furnish of meals offerings in India. Zomato and Swiggy are the two pinnacle meals 

transport apps in India, which presents carrier to clients by way of turning in the meals 

ordered through them at their doorstep. The on-demand meals transport apps such as Zomato 

and Swiggy have grown a magnificent deal in current years. They manipulate their complete 

meals order and shipping gadget with centralized platform. 
 

 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
 To study whether or not phone app had an effect on time and kind of meals ordered online. 

 To study the online portal is satisfying the consumer needs. 

 To study the online portal is safe to ordering meals.  
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Parashar and Ghadiyali (2002), stated that on-line meals ordering enterprise have been 

given lifestyles with the creation of digital technology. Zomato had turn out to be very 

famous manufacturer in meals shipping commercial enterprise in the current times. 

Persuad and Azhar (2012), emphasised that even though human beings purchase cell 

telephones to enhance their private, expert advert social lives, entrepreneurs make use of this 

probability to market their products. 

G. See-Kwong (2017), stated that science augmented the price of the on line meals 

ordering and shipping in India. The meals ordering technique additionally obtained modified 

from 'ordering over phone call' to 'online meals orders' and made domestic shipping 

additionally viable to customers, with the modifications in the want of the customers. 

Dang and Tran (2018), noted that cell net performs an essential function to create and 

make bigger the focus of on line functions for meals ordering and delivery. It additionally 

helped the clients to search restaurants, menu items, and evaluating their prizes with the 

competitors. 

B. Eswaran, Dr.V. Bhuvaneswari, Sivasankari, A.S. Kiran and E. Aravind (2020), 

emphasised that occupation performs a essential position in kind and time of meals ordered 

on line and cellular apps had been used selectively by means of the clients for meals ordering 

on-line in exceptional times. 

 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Descriptive find out about used to be used in our research. Questionnaire used to be used to 

acquire data. 100 samples had been amassed via easy random sampling approach for limitless 

population. Customers who order meals on line the use of cellular functions in the Chennai 

had been the respondents. 

HYPOTHESES 

Ho 1: There is no significant between Mobile app used and time of meals ordered. 

Ho 2: There is no significant between Mobile app used and kind of meals ordered. 

 DATA ANALYSIS 

Table No: 5.1 GENDER 

 FREQUENCY PERCENT % 

FEMALE 10 10 

MALE 90 90 

TOTAL 100 100 

 

Table No 5.1 exhibit that 90% share of the respondent have been male and 10% share have been 
female. 

 

Table No 5.2 OCCUPATION 

 FREQUENCY PERCENT % 

STUDENT 50 50 

PRIVATE EMPLOYEE 41 41 

GOVT. EMPLOYEES 3 3 

BUSINESS PEOPLE 6 6 

TOTAL 100 100 

 

Table No 5.2 exhibit that the respondents had been predominantly students and personal employees. 

 

Table No 5.3 OFTEN FOOD ORDERED ONLINE  

 FREQUENCY PERCENT % 
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LESS THAN 5 TIMES 49 49 

6 TO 10 TIMES 49 49 

11 TO 15 TIMES 2 2 

TOTAL 100 100 

 

Table No 5.3 exhibit that meals ordered thru on line have been much less than or 

equal to 10 instances in a month in majority of the cases. 

 

Hypothesis 

Ho 1: There is no significant association between Mobile app used and time of meals 

ordered. 

Ha 1: There is a significant association between Mobile app used and time of meals 

ordered. 

Chi-square take a look at was once used to discover out the affiliation between the 

phone app used and time of meals ordered. 
Table No 5.4 

Chi-Square Tests 

 Value df Asymp. Sig. (2- 

sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 22.970a 6 .001 

Likelihood Ratio 22.290 6 .001 

Linear-by-Linear 

Association 

2.412 1 .120 

N of Valid Cases 100   

 
This table no 5.4 shows that the p value of Pearson chi value is 0.001, which is lesser than 0.05. This 

shows Null hypothesis is rejected and Alternative hypothesis is accepted. So, there is a significant 

association between Mobile app used and time of food ordered. 
 

Table No: 5.5 

Symmetric Measures 

 Value Approx. 

Sig. 

Nominal by 

Nominal 

Phi .303 .001 

Cramer's 

V 

.214 .001 

N of Valid Cases 100  

 

This table no 5.5 shows the strength of the association between Mobile app used and time of food 

ordered. As Cramer’s V Value (0.214) is less than 0.30. the association is we 

CONCLUSION 
This study concludes that the mobile app used by the customers had a considerable impact on 

type of food items and time of food items ordered online The clients alleviation is in reality the major 

side top issue about such, whereas on the 2nd aspect these device additionally are useful for the 

growth of ingesting vicinity and meals furnish trade, as with the aid of the utilization of  digital meals 
ordering gadget a consuming location proprietor are prepared to entice the customers  interest  by 

means of allowing them see the complete meals menu in conjunction with dish name, image, 

specialty, and price. Integration a internet meals ordering machine is not any doubt are the simplest, 
low cost and useful name for a ingesting area enterprise owner. With regular deluge of specialists in 

city areas and quick urbanization of Indian scene, the meals transport and eatery element is presently 

flourishing at a rankling pace. Adding to this state of affairs is an increasing variety of cell phone 
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telephones and meals transport applications. Food transport functions have now grown to become into 

a predominant hit with well-informed humans crosswise over India. There are a few meals transport 

functions in India that one can down load on superior cells to prepare meals in a hurry and from the 

solace of homes. The altering city way of lifestyles of the regular Indian is sufficiently emotional to 
be perfect for the food-on-the– go and quickly domestic transport fashions to enhance at greater rates. 

The generally increasing populace swarmed metro city communities and longer tour instances are 

drivers for the helpful, organized to devour and much less high-priced selections of having meals and 
foodstuffs conveyed at your doorstep. Organizations that understand about the huge plausible for 

improvement may also wander straight in, but simply the fittest will endure. Organizations who 

maintain their provide and their picture dynamic in purchaser's brains, will take the biggest provide of 

the Indian on-line meals gain pie. 
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